
Clear Process Solutions (CPS) has earned “Winshuttle Partner of the Year” for multiple years by consistently delivering rapid value 
from even the most complex client implementations.  CPS focuses on the overall management of process automation, finding 
ways to improve any process, even across systems. We oversee and manage your full project, ensuring total build quality.  CPS’s 
deeply experienced team (Certified PM, Six Sigma, MSFT, SharePoint, .NET, Web Services, SAP FI/CO, PLM/SCM, BI) is capable 
of providing turnkey implementation of Winshuttle packaging, licensing, training, services and support, with complimentary 
practice areas in OCR, NPI/NPD, engineering modeling and BI to enhance process results. CPS experts can also increase your 
team’s Winshuttle skills through regional training events, one-on-one coaching for developers or company specific training.
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Making Process 
Complexities Simple

Why CPS?  Fast Success.  
Recognized as the BEST Winshuttle Foundation Implementation Team

CPS Turnkey Foundation Capabilities

•  Winshuttle Global Partner of the Year, 2015 and 2016
•  The largest Foundation staff covering every continental US time zone

•  The most rapid Foundation workflow solutions available
•  Accelerators (Customer, Vendor, Materials, NPI/NPD)

•  SolutionCARE blanket support, there when you need it
•  Implementation partner to multiple Golden Brushy Award Winners, including Rockwell, Cooper Tire and Moen

•  Co-Author of Application Data Management book with Winshuttle Founder and Gartner

Project Services
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Accelerate Time to Value with CPS
Deep Experience, Guaranteed Results

Companies Achieve 
Quick Results

With CPS for Winshuttle 
Implementations
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“Measure it and you can improve it. With 
Process BI from CPS, you have a simple tool 

that allows you to make sense of it.” 

Rick Hawk, Kichler Lighting

“As a long time SAP and Winshuttle 
customer, we invested in Foundation 
vs SAP MDM MDG tools. The results 

were immense, but the elegance around 
process status was a bit lacking until 
we installed the CPS Process BI tool.   

We can now see every process on any 
device without running reports.” 

Dave Drake, Cooper Tire

“CPS Hosting is a compelling way for 
many companies to augment the power of 

Foundation Workflow without being burdened 
by IT staffing of SharePoint. By combining 

the SharePoint expertise at CPS alongside the 
SolutionCARE monthly block hour process, our 
customers have a wonderful managed service 

choice.”  

Vikram Chalana, Winshuttle Founder

Ensuring Rapid Time to Value for Winshuttle Customers

“CPS has been an invaluable partner, 
helping us to overcome some complex 

workflow solutions. If you are using 
Winshuttle and have complex issues to 
overcome I would highly recommend 

CPS.” 

Jim Polley, Raytheon Co.

CPS SmartAdmin
CPS’s Winshuttle Admin Form accelerators bring all admin tasks 
together in one place, simplifying cancellation of workflows, task 
reassignments and completion,  background job analysis and 
resets.

CPS SmartAPI 
Wraps Winshuttle Composer API functionality with an easy to 
progam interface to interact with forms and workflows.

CPS SmartMonitor
Robotic Automation for Foundation, this Monitor automatically 
wakes up if background jobs or form renderings  fail or if 
temporary files eat up server space.  Smart enough to take 
action so the process moves on, it also has a three strikes and 
escalation feature to notify the application owner and even 
open a SolutionCARE ticket if you are a CPS customer.

SolutionCARE
The most popular and inclusive block-hour support add-on 
for Winshuttle Foundation. SolutionCARE provides SLA based 
expertise, bug triage, and fast tracks Winshuttle, BI and process 
throughput. This offering is used worldwide and by every client 
in Chapter Six of Vikram Chalana’s new ADM book.

Process BI
This pre-configured, turnkey, device-agnostic dashboard is the 
most used Winshuttle BI add-on.  Install in less than an hour and 
instantly see real-time, drill down process and task KPIs. Eliminate 
reporting, wasted time and custom solutions. Scalable to solution 
specific metrics and can bridge ERP, PLM and CRM data.

CPS Winshuttle Complete Training
Learn from the firm who has automated 100s of global processes, 
connecting SAP, other ERPs, PLM and CRM systems. This class is a 
must for any new Winshuttle customer, prospect or current power 
user.  The agenda covers Studio, Workflow, Composer and much 
more. Coming to a city near you!


